practices -between modernity and everything before.
3 By using the term achronicity in the title of this essay, I refer to the fact that such living objects cannot easily be contained within a traditional historical chronology. If approached as potently spiritual, many Brazilian artworks must be seen as ontologically self-sufficient and not only as historically contingent artifacts.
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In this essay, I use three nontraditional forms from the visual culture of colonial Brazil-Tupinambá featherwork, Portuguese Atlantic mandinga pouches, and azulejos (tilework)-in order to meditate upon materiality and temporality as methodological problems with which our discipline should engage. Each of these art forms has historical trajectories that span cultures, continents, and centuries, a circumstance that raises questions as to how such diverse and stubbornly nonhistoricizable genres can be melded into a coherent historical narrative of the visual and material cultures specific to "Brazil," especially when two of them -the mandinga bags and azulejos -are not intrinsically Brazilian.
This issue raises what is still an unresolved question for art history: what do we understand "Brazil" to be, before the modern nation-state and its attendant art movements? Brazil has always stood at the margins of historical debates about the concept of "Latin America," largely because of its notable differences from Spanish America in language, culture, and political institutions. 5 One of the most significant distinctions between Portuguese America and both the Iberian homeland and colonial Spanish
America was the absence of workshops and a guild system for the regulation of crafts. 6 Nonetheless, colonial Brazil produced a vibrant material culture, which scholars must account for in writing our histories.
Our scholarly and theoretical apparatus is integral to these histories, an issue that has been discussed in relation to colonial Latin American visual culture and its postcolonial framework by Carolyn Dean, Dana Leibsohn, and Barbara E. Mundy. 7 
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Werner and Bénédicte Zimmermann's idea of histoire croisée (intercrossed history) offers a compelling model for thinking about and attending to a multiplicity of discourses and perspectives, including those of the scholars themselves, and to the processes by which these interact. 8 Art historians wishing to explore such a framework thus must regard their methodologies as consubstantial with their objects of study, as well as attend to diachronic processes of transfer and transformation. I find this notion of "consubstantiality" of some consequence for art historians, bound as we are to the materiality of our objects.
Tupinambá Featherwork
Featherwork of the Tupinambá of early modern coastal Brazil, perhaps more than any other art form, has been emblematic of Brazil since European contact. 9 As a geographic designation, the name "Brazil" was given to the territory in the sixteenth century as a descriptor for "the country where brazilwood grows," after which it was adapted into the generic referent for the coastal Tupi and other native inhabitants. 10 Since the nineteenth century, scholars have regarded their feathered vestments as ethnological remnants of pre-contact Brazilian cultures. However, all extant Tupinambá featherwork was made in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries within the ambit of Jesuit missions and colonial markets, and thus is a product of a colonial Brazilian interculture. As distinguished from the indigenous cultures of Mesoamerica and the Andes, the seminomadic Tupi had no large-scale, permanent architecture and no written language. 11 The larger discipline's preference for urban cultures, architecture, painting, and sculpture has predisposed it, when directed toward the Americas, to the study of imperialistic artistic traditions and the neglect of less-monumental cultures. 12 In the early modern period, however, Tupi feathered capes and crowns were among the most familiar New World artifacts; they were so crucial to the conceptualization of the Americas in early modern
European scientific and religious contexts that the historian William Sturtevant referred to the development as the "Tupinambization" of the Atlantic world. produced from parrot down, the bonnet's appearance has the look of a just-born fowl, as very young birds lack the firm contour feathers. In contrast, elaborately crafted full-body Tupi capes captured the sleek, structured profile of an adult scarlet ibis. In the creation of the bonnet, a distinct aesthetic choice was made in deciding to use down feathers over the more easily acquired exterior plumes, the result of which is an extraordinarily delicate textural effect that mimics the form of baby chicks. The binding technique shows how, in the case of the bonnet, the artist achieved this effect: pieces of down were bound to small sticks, which were attached perpendicularly to the webbed matrix below. 14 Just as the Tupi bonnet helped to transfigure its wearer into a spiritual aspect of a newborn bird, other featherwork vestments were in all likelihood similarly transformative. Feathers, in fact, were signs of divinity: they were rare, elite, prestigious materials accessed by those in power, material that in funerary contexts assisted the deceased in their journeys to other dimensions, and that acted as adornments in sacrificial rites and postbattle rituals.
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In the absence of Tupi written sources, how can scholars confirm these imitative dimensions of their featherwork? Some anthropologists use living Amazonian featherworking cultures as evidence of historical practices in the region. 16 For example, Bororo infants in Matto Grosso are coated in a sticky substance and covered in toucan down with a textural effect comparable to that of the down bonnet. Though this garment is part of a rebirthing ritual that takes place in the contemporary world--thus distant in 
Mandingas
From the ethnic Mandinga from the Guinea and Mina coasts came mandinga pouches (bolsas de mandingas in Portuguese), fabric or leather containers that originally held kabbalistic signs and numbers, as well as passages from the Qur'an. 18 As James Sweet has discussed, in the early modern period, bolsas entered into circulation in both Islamic and Christian contexts -in West Africa, Brazil, and Southern Europe -filled with a remarkable range of efficacious natural and human-crafted artifacts from both sides of the Atlantic. Bolsas de mandingas functioned like portable relics, bringing wealth, success, and power to their wearers. 21 Seen as a form of sorcery, or feitiçaria, they were outlawed by the Portuguese Inquisition throughout the Portuguese Empire, even as they became a cultural commodity used by men and women of African descent, both free and enslaved, and also by white Portuguese men. They were worn by Africans and those of African descent on both sides of the Atlantic as a protection against enslavement and physical harm, while they were used by white Portuguese men for purposes of birth control and good fortune in gambling. 22 Significantly, although an integral part of Brazil's material and cultural history, mandinga pouches transcend national, ethnic, and religious categories. These culturally intercrossed objects reveal that the "Brazilian-ness" of art and material history is at least as much a matter of where social practices occur as it is of where objects are invented or made. In turn, this has implications for our approach of Tupi featherwork; given that it was actively utilized in European rituals and political performances, the spaces of Brazil's colonial interculture must also be understood to encompass Europe itself.
While art historians have largely ignored the mandinga pouches, in which the more "artistic" elements are hidden from view inside the pouch itself, the functionally related but more ostentatious cast silver and gold pencas de balangandãs -beautifully wrought chains of amulets -have frequently appeared in art exhibitions. they served very similar apotropaic functions. Individual amulets took the shape of animals, fruits, Christian and African sacred figures, and whimsical tokens of everyday life.
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Crafted by the same religious workshops that produced silver monstrances and reliquaries that ornament Brazil's Baroque churches and twenty-first-century museums, many of these amulets -especially those in the form of body parts -functioned like miniaturized ex-votos. 25 The difference in the discipline's treatment of the bolsas and the pencas can largely be attributed to the objects' materiality (the former are made of less-valuable fabric or leather whereas the latter are beautifully crafted precious metals) rather than any inherent difference in their sociocultural significance.
Azulejos
Decorative tiles -azulejos -were ubiquitous throughout early modern Brazil Commercially, Portugal profitably imported natural resources such as brazilwood and sugar from Brazil and then, also profitably, exported material like azulejos for remaking the urban fabric in its "own" image.
Tiles arrived in Brazil not as carefully handled trade goods but as ballast in ships.
They were used to face buildings, providing a durable form of decoration in a hot and humid climate. One of the most significant examples is housed within the cloister of the Third Order of Saint Francis in Salvador de Bahia, which employed nearly 35,000
imported European azulejos to enliven its interior spaces. 26 As Thijs Weststeijn details, the cloister's tilework dates from circa 1746-50 and is based upon the Flemish artist Otto van Veen's Emblemata Horatiana, correlating thematically to the functional spaces lying behind and beyond the walls of the cloister ( fig. 6 ). colonial cloisters throughout Latin America, the pictorial program of this Salvador cloister was allegorical rather than explicitly religious, drawing upon an emblematic literature that, like the blue and white style of the tiles themselves, was imported into the lusophone world from the Low Countries. On the ground floor alone, there are thirty-seven tile-paneled scenes featuring ancient gods, soldiers, and other emblematic iconography borrowed from van Veen. 28 The azulejo cloister is thus not only transcultural but also transmedial, speaking to the way that images move across time, space, and artistic form. Featherwork, mandinga pouches, and azulejos are only a few of the colonial Brazilian art forms in which multiple cultures, temporalities, and epistemologies are intercrossed. None of these fits comfortably within traditional historical periods, stylistic/formal categories, or nationally determined art historical narratives. They do, however, reveal much about the complexities of how Brazil's rich cultural and material heritage was formed -a picture that is not as readily visible when restricting our studies to disciplinarily normative objects. These art forms offer a similarly rich portrait of the entanglement of Brazil's heterogenous visual and material cultures, an understanding of which can contribute much to our knowledge of the colonial period, and of the role of materiality in shaping cultural, political, and social lives.
Parable
Constructing a history of colonial Brazilian art and material culture is, in both the usual and the Foucauldian senses of the word, a disciplinary undertaking. Rio de Janeiro's Civil Police Museum may serve as a parable for understanding how the material culture of Brazil intersects with institutional power and disciplinary practice. Founded in 1912, in the former police headquarters, the museum first functioned as an instructional facility for police academy students, and at some point, likely in the 1930s, it opened to the public at large ( fig. 7) . 32 This museum served several functions from the outset: it celebrated the history of the police as an institution and it was used to instruct future police officers about procedures and crime in the city. The museum also sought to teach and display aspects of crime to Rio's citizenry by featuring criminal objects (weapons, poisons, gambling materials, drug paraphernalia, astrology charts), criminal behavior (detective novels, re-creations of crime scenes), and technologies of crime (fingerprinting machines, cameras, phrenological materials), as well as charting histories of the relationships between the police academy and the government (through objects such as uniforms, insignias, paraphernalia, and money). One particularly interesting selection of objects is found in the legal medical collection of the museum, where rooms contain wax sculptures of wounds, lacerations, and other visible traumas to the body that a police officer might encounter on a crime scene ( fig. 8) .
By the 1920s, the museum also served as a place of incarceration for spiritually dynamic objects of Afro-Brazilian religions such as Candomblé and Umbanda. 33 These were confiscated from Candomblé terreiros, or temples, which police suspected of harboring communist sympathizers, and other "disruptive" elements. 34 As noted by sociologist Alexandre Fernandes Corrêa, the police were instructed to place anything "sinister, strange, primitive, [or] grotesque," or that had "immaterial and intangible ritual dimensions," into a special space in the museum called the Coleção Museu de Magia Negra (Museum Collection of Black Magic). 35 Officers who were assigned to this post became reluctant ethnographers and historians through the research they conducted about the artifacts and how they were used. They also disciplined these objects in two ways: by attempting to contain and restrict their power, and by subjecting them to ethnographic and cultural study, inadvertently, as it were, turning them into objects of scholarly 
